
NICHIREN SHOSHU HONSEIJI TEMPLE 
       January 1st, 2020 

Dear Honseiji Members, 
 
Happy New Year !! I hope this letter finds all of you in good health. I am truly happy to see the deepening 
of your sincere faith and practice each day, and the further developing of our Honseiji family. I have 
enclosed a copy of the monthly Gosho passage and the Honseiji Temple activity calendar for January. 
Among other significant activities this month, I would especially like to emphasize the deep significance 
of all Honseiji Hokkeko bringing in the New Year by participating in New Year’s Gongyo together at the 
temple. 

January 1st, New Year’s Gongyo 9 am (Wednesday Morning) 
January 1st, Kosen-rufu Shodai Ceremony 10-11 am (Wednesday Morning) 

  
New Year’s Day has been celebrated in various ways since ancient times and marks the renewal of a 
person’s determination to open the way to happiness. As Nichiren Shoshu practitioners, this is a most 
significant day to refresh our faith and renew our determination to practice for oneself and others towards 
the accomplishment of kosen-rufu and our individual enlightenment. 
 
By designating the year 2020 as “The Year of Achieving Our Shakubuku Goal,” our High Priest is 
providing us with encouragement to take further and continuous action on the road to kosen-rufu. For the 
new year he also instructs all believers around the world to create a foundation with unity between 
priesthood and laity in the spirit of many in body, one in mind, so that we can accomplish our goal of 
celebrating the 800th anniversary of the advent of our Founder Nichiren Daishonin with a membership of 
800,000 Hokkeko believers in 2021. Let’s put these words into action in our everyday lives. 
 
Every year the Overseas Department at Head Temple Taisekiji sets forth three practical points for us to 
focus on in the new year for the development of our faith and practice. This year they are as follows: 

1. Take action based on the joy arising from conducting daily Gongyo and Shodai. 
2. Advance Kosen-rufu through shakubuku based on the spirit of itai doshin. 
3. Develop your faith and practice through consistent attendance at the monthly 

Oko Ceremony and going on tozan pilgrimages. 
 
When we correctly uphold the practice of Nam-Myoho-Renge-Kyo, we are making the fundamental cause 
for unshakable happiness to develop within our lives. I look forward to working together in faith and 
practice in 2020. 

Rev. Shoka Kimura 
Chief Priest of Honseiji Temple 


